Torqueflite trans

TorqueFlite also seen as Torqueflite is the trademarked name of Chrysler Corporation 's
automatic transmissions , starting with the three-speed unit introduced late in the model year as
a successor to Chrysler's two-speed PowerFlite. In the s, the TorqueFlite name was dropped in
favor of alphanumeric designations, although the latest ZF-based transmissions with the
eight-speed automatic has revived the name. Torqueflites use torque converters and Simpson
gearsets , two identical planetary gearsets sharing a common sun gear. Chrysler Corporation
licensed this gearset from Simpson in The first Torqueflites provided three speeds forward plus
reverse. Gear ratios were 2. The transmission was controlled by a series of pushbuttons located
on the vehicle's dashboard. The buttons were generally at the extreme driver's side end of the
dash, i. However, this was not always the case; the Dodge Phoenix , a right-hand drive export
model sold in Australia and South Africa, used the U. Button arrangement varied by vehicle
model and year; sequence was reverse, neutral, drive, second, and first, from top to bottom with
vertically arrayed buttons, from left to right with horizontally arrayed buttons, and clockwise
starting at upper left with clustered buttons. A parking lock was not provided until the advent of
the aluminum-case Torqueflites in standard-duty A and heavy-duty A , at which point a lever
was added adjacent to the pushbuttons: Moving the lever to the "park" position placed the car
into neutral and engaged a lock pawl on the transmission's output shaft. Moving the park lever
out of "park" position unlocked the shift buttons so that a driving range could be selected. The
buttons were replaced by conventional steering column- or floor-mounted shift levers in all
automatic Chrysler-built vehicles for the model year, though floor levers were available in
certain sporty models. Like a vehicle with a General Motors Hydramatic , a vehicle with a
Torqueflite transmission starts out in first gear when the drive or second position is selected.
This is in contrast to vehicles with several automatics from Ford and Borg-Warner , which start
out in second rather than first if the second position is selected. With came the addition of a
canister-style fluid filter installed in the cooler line. For , the canister filter was eliminated, and
the transmission's internal intake screen was replaced by an efficient Dacron filter. For , the
twin-cable shift and park control mechanism a holdover from the push-button operation was
replaced by a solid shift control linkage consisting of a series of pushrods, rotating rods and
levers. The rear pump was eliminated, which simplified and cost-reduced the transmission but
rendered push-starting impossible; Chrysler engineers reasoned that improved electrical and
fuel systems reduced the need to push-start vehicles, and safety concerns weighed against
doing so. With the elimination of the rear pump the oil filter was designed with a single oil port.
In , part-throttle downshift functionality was added to A transmissions used with six-cylinder
engines. This feature permitted the transmission to shift from third to second gear in response
to moderate accelerator pressure. Previously, an automatic downshift occurred only if the driver
pushed the accelerator to the floor. This change was made to maintain acceptable in-town
performance with taller final-drive ratios in the rear axle â€” 2. Part-throttle downshift
functionality was extended to V8 As in , and to most A transmissions in to In , most Torqueflite
transmissions gained a lockup torque converter clutch to mechanically connect the converter's
impeller and turbine, eliminating slip for better highway fuel economy. This addition required
the removal of the torque converter drain plug. For , a wide-ratio gearset was released for the A,
A and A, with 2. Torqueflite was an available option or standard equipment, depending on model
and year, on all Chrysler products: Plymouth , Dodge , DeSoto , Chrysler and Imperial. It was
also used by American Motors beginning in , where it was named Torque-Command , as well as
by Jeep , International Harvester , Maserati Quattroporte , Monteverdi [1] and Bristol [2] , as well
as several brands of light and medium-duty trucks and panel vans. When installed in Dodge
trucks and vans, the transmission was marketed as LoadFlite. In the s, the transmissions were
renamed, however the original Torqueflite design remained the basis of many Chrysler
designed and built transmissions through and FWD transaxles through Torqueflite
transmissions and transaxles made through were assigned arbitrary engineering designations
consisting of the letter "A" followed by three digits. The original TorqueFlite was designated A ,
with a cast iron case, separate iron converter housing, and no parking pawl. This was initially
referred to in consumer-oriented publications as the "TorqueFlite 8" to differentiate it from the A
The A incorporated a parking pawl, with the sole exception of the Chrysler and Dodge version,
which had an extension-mounted drum brake. Compared to the early cast-iron transmissions,
many and various internal improvements were featured, and it used a The A , later renamed
46RH hydraulic controlled governor pressure and 46RE electronic controlled governor pressure
, is an A derivative with overdrive , in the A ilk. Starting in , it was used in some trucks and vans.
The overdrive fourth gear ratio is 0. The A , later renamed 47RE electronically controlled
governor pressure is a heavier-duty version of A also known as the 46RE which also has
electronically controlled governor pressure, versus the earlier RH version, which was
hydraulically controlled. It was used in trucks and vans starting in the mids. While currently

used with some internal changes such as the move from aluminum to steel planetary carriers
and an increase in the number of clutch plates when coupled to the 5. The 48RE is an
electronically governed, ECU controlled, four-speed heavy-duty overdrive automatic
transmission, that is stronger than its predecessor, the series. The base design from the
original Torqueflite remains largely unchanged and the addition of a 2-speed output shaft
overdrive unit that is bolted to the back of the 3-speed transmission has only two ratios: direct
and overdrive. The overdrive planetary has six pinion gears unlike the 5 pinion used with the A
used with the Cummins turbodiesel which is often used as an aftermarket replacement for the
stock 4 pinion planetary used with the lighter duty transmissions. This transmission used a The
A , later renamed 31RH was a medium-duty, narrow or wide-ratio version of the small-frame A
transmission for use with medium-power V8 engines and the 3. It was equipped with four direct
friction plates. This transmission differed from the A by having a reinforced case and internals.
Narrow ratios are 2. The A later renamed 32RH was a heavier-duty, wide-ratio version of the
small-frame A transmission for use with medium-power V8 engines and the 3. It was equipped
with five direct friction plates. These automatics had lower first and second gear ratios to allow
the lower-powered engines to provide better acceleration without sacrificing highway fuel
economy. Introduced in the model year on a limited basis, it was the first light-duty Chrysler
four-speed automatic and was placed behind the 3. Forward direct clutch drum same as the A
usually has a 4 friction disc pack - an A forward direct clutch drum with the 5 friction disc pack
does interchange. Much like the later production A with a wide ratio gear a double wrap
low-reverse band is used. Electronic governor pressure was phased in during the middle of the
model year where it was renamed as the ASE - Jeep Grand Cherokees equipped with the 4. The
pan and filter were updated during the model year with some Dodge applications which has a
deeper oil pan and a redesigned oil filter which is held with 2 valvebody screws the single oil
port filter does interchange with the older A and A derivatives along with the oil pan. This
transmission was replaced by the 42RLE in In the late s, Chrysler designed the A TorqueFlite
three-speed automatic transaxle for its front wheel drive Dodge Omni and Plymouth Horizon
subcompact cars. This transaxle would be upgraded in the s into the A and A units, which were
progressively heavier-duty, for Chrysler's K-cars and their derivatives, including the minivans.
The four-speed Ultradrive electronic four-speed automatic transaxle would eventually replace it,
but the three-speed lasted for more than a decade after the debut of the four-speed unit. The
light-duty A was used with the smallest straight-4 engines from Chrysler, commonly the 1. The
A was strengthened to become the A later 31TH in This was used with Chrysler's 2. It was
available both with and without a lockup torque converter. The A was developed for the 1. It was
used in Europe, on Talbot Simca, and Solara. The A was a strengthened version of the transaxle
used with the 2. The highest-specification three-speed transaxle was the A It was used with the
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version. Torqueflite 42RE. Chrysler Corporation. Chrysler PowerFlite transmission. Chrysler
RFE transmission. The transmission was used for over 23 years which makes it one of longest
used transmission in the history of Jeep. The History of the Torqueflite dates back several
decades before Jeep introduced the transmission in After the successful launch of the
Torqueflite back in the late 's, Chrysler embarked on designing a scaled down version of the
Torqueflite This was needed due to the tendency of the robbing some of the power from the
engine. The new scaled down version would be known as the Torqueflite A and it would find its
way initially behind the Slant 6. Although not as strong as the , the A transmission was deemed
a complete success. Jeep continued to use the TH until their contract with GM ended in At that
time, Jeep decided to sign a contract with Chrysler to supply a full series of Torqueflite
transmissions. The full size Jeeps used the more robust Torqueflite transmissions. Jeep
renamed the different series of Torqueflite transmissions to better define their differences.
Although the renaming did not occur until The coding system better defines torque capacity,
drive type, axle orientation, and shift control system. The new coding system designates 4
characters to indicate the orientation of the transmission. The Jeep transmission was 1st used
by Jeep behind the 4 cylinder CJ starting in From to this transmission was used behind the Iron
Duke engine. The Iron Duke application was extremely rare, as even the Jeep service manual
does not acknowledge its' existence. The Iron Duke engine had the same bolt pattern as a
Chevy V8. This obviously sounds alluring for a V8 conversion; however, we have found
customers who have attempted this conversion have run into complex issues dealing with
flexplate, torque converter and starter issues. Postal DJ Jeeps. The new engine had a different

bolt pattern and with it the transmission bolt pattern was also changed. The AMC 2. Jeep
utilized this bolt pattern not only for their AMC 4cyl but also the Chevy 2. The Jeep transmission
was 1st used in behind the AMC inline 6 motor. The has stronger holding power versus the This
is due to the planetary gear stationary and double-wrap rear band. The also uses more clutch
packs and a larger planetary. This is obviously due to the increased torque capacity of the 4.
Overall, the very capable behind the and can handle most V8 applications. We have found the
was also used in rock buggies running heavy horse power V8 engines. Chris Durham is one
competitor that ran an upgraded transmission with a V8. The were used exclusively behind the
Dana transfer case in CJ Jeeps. Later Wranglers would use the NP transfer case. Both of these
transfer cases utilized the round circular 6 bolt pattern still in use today. The output shaft of the
always used a 23 spline shaft and a somewhat long transfer case adapter. Dana transfer cases
always had the front drive shaft located on the passenger side of the vehicle. Jeep Wrangler NP
transfer cases always had the front drive shaft located on the driverside side of the vehicle. It
should be noted that we have seen a rotational bolt pattern difference on the 6 bolt pattern on
the rear of the Jeep Torqueflite transmissions. This could cause the transfer case to clock
differently when using a Wrangler on a Dana We sell this under part The Torqueflite
transmission used behind the 4. The transmissions found behind the standard in the CJ jeeps
will not have this provision. The is relatively short at This makes the Jeep an overall length of
Starting in , Jeep used 2 different automatic torqueflite models. The and were chosen. The
model is physically larger. Being designed for use with 8 cylinder engines of for heavier-duty
applications. Major differences between the and models are in the rear clutch, valve body, kick
down servo, planetary gear assemblies and end play adjustments. The has an external
characteristic that will identify it from the models: the slope of the converter housing is much
more gradual. The difference is readily identifiably by the picture below picture on left is Also as
the picture indicates, the oil pan sticks out significantly more on the passenger side than the
This hump can cause greater front driveshaft clearance issues versus a Torqueflite
transmissions. Advance Adapters offers Chevy 4. The Jeep transmission must be originally
coupled to a Jeep V8 or straight 6. This adapter kit uses a factory Chevy flexplate that bolts to
the new aluminum torque converter ring that is part of the kit. The kit includes an Adapter plate,
torque converter adapter ring, and hardware. The kit includes an Adapter ring, flex plate with
torque converter adapter, crank bushing and hardware. PNA Chevy block. Our Technical Data
Knowledge Base contains information History The History of the Torqueflite dates back several
decades before Jeep introduced the transmission in We sell this under part The Torqueflite
transmission used behind the 4. Torqueflite Gear Ratios First gear: 2. Torqueflite transmissions
Advance Adapters offers Chevy 4. Click Here! Contact Us Call us today at The Chrysler
Torqueflite was introduced in as the replacement to the A For three decades, it was Mopar's
flagship automatic transmission, and an important transmission in the history of Chrysler, as
well as Jeeps and other car makers. Chrysler already had a strong history in automatics and a
number of innovations to their credit in automatic shifting power transmission design; among
which included their push-button shift selectors and other more technical achievements within
the gearbox itself. Nomenclature for the changed late in its life along with other Mopar autos to
36RH 3 speeds, 6 torque rating, Rear drive, Hydraulically controlled and 37RH. In , the evolved
into the A later called the 46RH by the addition of an overdrive unit bolted to the back of the
Unlike its iron predecessor, the featured an aluminum case. The was generally intended for
small and big-block V8 service, though a version was later made for Chrysler's famous slant-six
engine. Gearing for the is 2. The weight of the transmission is a hefty lbs. A lockup torque
converter version became available in - interestingly, a few years before GM and Ford added
this functionality to their automatics. This lockup was fully mechanical instead of electronic, like
the later GM lockup automatics , controlled by the speed of the output shaft and engaging only
in 3rd gear. These earlier lockups had their bugs to work out, as they'd engage prematurely in
some scenarios. Tightening up of the oil pump clearances and changing of the lock-up pressure
spring in the valve body were the primary fixes for this, as well as making sure the cooler lines
were flowing unrestricted. The features a smaller body, a cast belt around the
bellhousing-to-case junction. Also notice the large vs. This lighter duty model looks similar,
though generally smaller in components and overall size. See adjacent image. These versions'
cases were cast and machined specifically for the IH engines. AMC actually began using the in
their cars in However, because of their Jeep division's existing contract stemming from the
Kaiser years with Hydramatic, they continued to use the TH until The reader should be aware
that the AMC versions of the transmission will not interchange to Mopar engines. This
transmission was called the Torque-Command by Jeep. The use of a crank sensor mounted at
the front harmonic balancer would be required. The 's shifter, featuring the gear selector and
kick-down on a common axis. The was often found against the Dodge NP and later, Dodge NP

transfer cases, making for a good combo for the tough Dodge 4wd trucks. This version featured
a 23 spline output shaft and a corresponding Dana input gear to match. Attempted adaptability
into short-wheel-base Jeeps is actually quite difficult. Some have attempted to machine and
clock the
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Dana down to skirt the driveshaft under the transmission pan to avoid this problem, only to
find out that it destroys ground clearance, turning the into a boulder-dragger. Note the parking
pawl linkage protruding through the cavity, which operates the pawl built into the factory
adapter or tailhousing. The strength of the is rarely contested. From the factory, they came
against engines ranging up to the Hemi. They are unusually strong transmissions, seeing
service with hotrodders and heavier truck applications. These shifts can destroy the front clutch
piston seals, the low-reverse band or even the case. While never short on strength, the 's are
claimed to be less-than-efficient in terms of engine power loss through the trans, much of which
gets translated into heat, requiring an adequate transmission cooler. However, 's can be
modified for greater efficiency and reduced heating. Jeep Dana Model T90 to the Emissions Fuel
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